
Brexit reality portraits - 1st meeting (23/01/21) 

 

Meeting will be recorded. Round of introductions. 

 

Aim of today’s session: brainstorm on the project. 

 

 

 

 

Ian Collard: rather than just saying what people have lost, focusing on how the government could                

rectify this by negotiating sth else. → take it forward (we have lost sth but how can we make it                    

better?) (e.g. Roaming, Erasmus).  

 

Alexiane: do we need to produce videos where only the opinion of the person interviewed is                

expressed?  

Julius: we can be free on that. Agrees on Ian’s stance on adding a positive point as well.  

 

Lauren: does YEM UK have a stance (yet) on rejoining the EU?  

Alexiane: rather not use it in a political context to advocate for rejoining the EU becuase                

interviewees might not be comfortable with that.  

Julius: currently in the process of developing a strategy on whether YEM should advocate for UK                

rejoining the EU. So not embed it in a political campaign but rather let people speak for their own.                   

Try to make the interviews personal and human.  

 

Alexiane: as in her podcast, answers should be anecdotal and not general. In her podcast, she                

clarifies some points. 

 

Helena: put both voice and subtitles in the interviews to make it inclusive.  

 

******* 

 

Original idea:  

 

● Ekaterina presents her idea:  

- Videos work better than articles and visuals in reaching an audience on social media.  

- We want to see how Brexit is affecting the people→ tell stories from their angles. E.g.                 

stories from UK citizens in the EU or EU citizens in the UK. 

- Format: short interview. How did they feel when the referendum happened, how it             

affected their lives or their businesses etc.  

 

● Alexiane adds: 

- questions should be rather personal and not very general  

- everyone can contribute according to his/her schedule  

- 2nd part of this meeting about how to produce the videos/technicalities 



 

How to find the interviewees and what kind of people do we want to interview?  

 

Ekaterina: all kinds of different people.  

 

Lauren: give floor first of all to young people (as they do in JEF Belgium) as we are also a youth                     

organisation. But wouldn’t be against expanding it to people from all ages.  

 

Alexiane: if we only give voice to youth then we might be accused of only interviewing remainers.                 

But we also want to give voice to people who voted leave.  

 

Helena: knows 2 girls in her program who voted leave but said if they had had enough information                  

they would have votes remain. Interesting to see where there are inequalities in getting information,               

this may trigger discussion on wider inequalities. Thinks that we should expand the target group to                

not only young (< 35) people.  

 

Julius: Ian did a series on Erasmus. Any other people who have experience with these kinds of                 

projects? How do we motivate people to be part of the project and be interviewed?  

 

Ian (EM): May last year they carried out a project called “Faces of Europe”. Get stories of EU citizens                   

in UK (with people over 35). Found that people were reluctant to go onto video. This may be easier                   

for younger people. How to overcome this reluctance?  

 

Alexiane: do both videos and podcasts. People may prefer to be on podcasts than on videos. Should                 

we only focus on video format or mix with podcast format (produced by new federalist?)  

 

Ekaterina: agrees with Ian that people might not want to go in front of the camera. Maybe therefore                  

better to mix with podcast.  

 

Leo: as many formats as possible would be great (videos, podcasts, texts).  

 

Laura: agree with Leo on accessibility. Videos are more inclusive than podcasts because of subtitles.               

For visibility it might be better to focus on one format (either podcast or video). To gain trust: we                   

offer them to show them the video before publishing it so that they can tell us to cut out parts that                     

they don’t want to be published.  

 

Alexiane: maybe YEM UK could have both formats and JEF Germany only video formats?  

 

Laura: prefer uniform format. Easier for identification of the project to have just one format.  

 

Julius: idea to have both videos and podcasts, but podcasts would not be published as podcasts but                 

instead (if we manage) to put the podcast into a kind of video (animation of a graph→ soundwaves                   

or put up images of what the person talks about). → others agreed with this.  

 



Helena: if people don’t want to record themselves, they could also record other images of their                

environment (engage participants with their environment even if they don’t want to show their              

faces). Coordinate between us with a google form or sth to see if majority of people agree to film                   

themselves or not. 

 

***** 

 

Leonie: what is the target audience of the project? Do we want to add a call to action to what people                     

express or do we want to inform people with this?  

 

Julius: it is about getting people interested in us. Target audience is people who might become                

members of JEF.→ anyone in our age bracket who supports the cause with the view of potentially                  

having that person become active in YEM.  

 

Alexiane: should the videos be translated into other languages? (Leo: if yes then include Easy               

language for people with learning disabilities) 

 

 

 

How to gather the contact details of participants?  

 

Ian: get some EM branches involved to identify local businessmen in their areas.  

 

Everyone will contact their acquaintances.  

 

 

Summary:  

 

- Videos (not podcasts) with either face of interviewees or images or soundwave 

- Targets: not only interview young people but all ages groups (leavers, indifferent and             

remaines) 

- Either UK citizens or Europeans living in the UK or UK citizens in the EU 

- Have a pool of generic questions and then in the interview add more specific questions  

 

What next?  
 

-Alexiane will send the updated version of the project, alongside this 1st meeting’s summary.  
 
-Each and everyone is invited to talk as much as possible about this project - to look for potential 
interviewees, but also people interested in joining the team.  
 
-As each and everyone expressed their preferences for their role in the project, the idea is then  to 
do a 2nd meeting with everyone, but to start working in groups as soon as possible.  
 
-2nd meeting Doodle poll will be sent on the 28th of January.  



 

 

 


